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!-v1Rl 

streams: 

HUl\1AN MOBILITY PROGRAMJ\1E 

FELLOWSHIPS IN 

Algebra and Geometry 
Ana.lysis 

set up 
Nijmegen, Twente 

and 

Stochastics and Operations Research 

Conditions. Applicants must be a citizen of one of the member states of the European 
Community, other than the Netherlands, or a resident of the Community; similar rules ap
ply to applicants from several non-member states which participate in the HC�,1-prograrnme 
(Austria, Switserland, S,veden, Norway, Finland, Iceland). The activity is intended pri
marily for the benefit of young researchers at post-doctoral level, defined as researchers 
having at least six years of higher education and who ·hold a doctorate or an equivalent 
degree, or had two or more of research experience following a post-graduate 
course. 
Applications. These must include a c.v., list of publications, concise description of re· 
search of n•commendat.ion and/or names of 3 referees, and should 

Mathema.tkal Institute I 
I ,r l 
I .i.e. 

I 

m 
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Exeter University Loughborough University 

RESEARCH FELLOW: NONLINEAR DYNAMICS 

1 YEAR POSITION 

Applications are invited for a Postdoctoral Research Fellow to work on the SERC funded project 
'Renormalisation and Universal Structures in Complex Dynamical Systems'. The grant is held jointly by 
Dr B D Mestel (Mathematics Department, Exeter University) and Dr A H Osbaldestin (Mathematical 
Sciences Department, Loughborough University). 

'The aim of the project is to investigat,e the universal structures in complex dynamics using renonnalisation 
group ideas. The project will encompass both numerical investigations and theoretical and rigorous 
analysis. 

The ideal candidate will have postdoctor-,d re.search experience or be completing a Ph.D. in nonlinear 
dynamics. 

Interested applicants are invited to contact the grant holders by telephone or e-mail 

Mestel: 

Osbaldestin: 

(44) (0)392 - 263987, bdm@maths.exeter.ac.uk

(44) (0)509 - 223189, A.H.Osbaldestin@lut.ac.uk.

The post will commence on 1 September 1994 (or as, soon as possible thereafter) and will be of 1 year 
duration. Salary range is on the RAl A scale in the range 15 ,566-17 ,007 pounds commensurate with age 
and experience. 

Applications (curriculum vitae and two referees) should be sent by 5 August 1994 to Dr B D Mestel, 
Department of Mathematics, Exeter University, Laver Building, North Park Road, Exeter, EX4 4QE. 

� 
University of Southampton Faculty of Mathematical Studies 

LECTURESHIPS IN PURE MATHEMATICS 

Applications are invited for 2 Lectureships in Pure Mathematics in the Faculty of Mathematical Studies 
to commence on 1 September 1995. 

Applicants should have a strong research record in Pure Mathematics. Preference may be given to 
candidates whose research interests would reinforce areas that are already strongly represented in the 
Faculty, In particular, it is hoped to make an appointment in or close to geometric group theory. 

Salary will be on the University Lecturer Grade A scale: £13,601 - £18,.855 per annum. 

Informal enquiries are welcome and should be addressed to Professor M J Dunwoody, Faculty of 
Mathematical Studies, lJniver.-:-ity of Southampton,, Southampton, son lBJ (telephone 0703-593(i:59, 
fax 0703-593939, email mjd@uk:ac.soton.maths). 

Further particul.ars and an application fom1 may be obtained from the Personnel Department (L/34), 
University of Southampton, Highfie!d, Southampton, SOt7 lBJ (telephone (44) (0)703-594047). The 
cbsing date for the return of completed application forms is M:onday, 7 Novemher 1994, quoting 
reference number L/34. 

Wm·king for Equal Opportun�ties 
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European Mathematical Society 

European Co11gres.9 of Mathematics 2000 

The Executive Committee has set a deadline of 31 December 1994 for the receipt 
of bids to stage the European Congress of Mathematics 2000. Institutions or 
societies wishing to stage this major event should submit to the Secretary a 
proposal addressing such questions as 

"'finance (how will funds be raised, including fellowships to support
visitors from Eastern Europe; will fees be reduced for EMS members?)
•facilities (how many participants lifill the halls accommodate, are
cheap student hostels and cafeteria
• structure of (plenary and round tables, other 

support(does the proposal have the wholehearted support of host 
national mathematicaJ community?) 

•organisational structure {the EMS should have a decisive influence in the
scientific committee, but the local organisation must be financially
independent)
•experience (do the organisers have experience of, and resources for,
undertaking such large-scale activities, or do they have access to others
who do?)
•prizes (do the organisers have views on whether, and if so how, these
should be awarded?)
•dates (when, how long?).

At its first meeting in 1995, the Executive Committee will begin to consider the 
bids. It expects to be able to present a single proposal for approval at the 1996 
Council meeting. 

European Mathematical Society 

Executive Committee for 1995-96 

As a result of the elections held at the Council meeting in Zurich, 12-13 
August 1994, the Executive Committee for 1995-96 will consist of 

President 
Vice� Presidents 

J.-P. Bourguignon 
L. Marki
D.A.R. Wallace
P.W.Michor
A. Lahtinen

Bayer
A. Conte

Labouriau
A. Pelczar

at 
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New Perspectives of a Distributed Electronic 

Information System for Mathematics 

- Part I -

W. Dalitz, M. Grotschel, J. Lugger, W.  Sperber
Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum fiir Informationstechnik Berlin 

Heilbronner Str. 10, D-10711 Berlin-\Vilmersdorf, Germany 

Abstract 
Combining electronic specialized information, such as electronic information retrieval from cen
tral databases, with the new means of communication opens up new perspectives for mathematics 
in Germany. Based on the current Fad1informationsprojekt (Specialized Information Project) 
run by the Deutsche Mathema.tiker-Vereinigung (DMV) and support<�d by the 
ter for Research and Technology (BMFTt the DMV is planning a new 
for mathematics. Tl.is will not only mathematical 
research institutes, but also partners from mathematical research 
well as suppliers of En particular, scientific 
Technical. Information Li (TIB) , university libraries and - but not 
the Fachinformationszentrnm (FIZ) Ifarlsnihe with the Zentralblatt fifr Mathematik. 
On the tedrnicaI basis of the Internet and worldwide information services WAIS, 
World Wide Web, Hyper-G, ftp and e-mail), a distributed mathematical information system is 
to he wh.ose partmffs make their local resources available both to other pa,rtners to 
the worldwide Internet comrmmity. T hese aims can be achieved by means of the consequent use 
of software that is structured according to the client-server model and distributed and accepted 
within the Internet. 
Providing the technical equipment, however, is by far not enough. Without the creation of a 
personal, technical and organizational infrastructure, realization of such a project will not be 
possible. For every partner the realization of the following measures is envisaged: 

* Establishing an Information Coordinator at every participating institution
* Creation of a Forum for Mathematical Information
* Installation and maintenance of Mathematical Information Stations
* Participation in national and international Standanlization Activities
* Regular workshops and training courses, public relations

T he following activities ( carried out by all partners or within pilot projects by special groups) 
focusing on mathematical and mathematics-related information are planned: 

* Set up of Electronic Information Sy.�tems by all partners
* Distributed electronic off er of Preprints and scripts ( fu.ll texts) by all pa.rtners
* Distributed electronic offer of Software and Data Collections by all partners
* Access to Global Inf ornwtion Systems in lv/athematics
* Organization of a Liuing M11,scum of .Mathematics
* Access to Electronic Library (:atalog.'1

1 
esp. to libraries of

* Historical 
* Creation and management of E'ltctronic Mathematical Journals

6 
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1. Introduction

In 1992 the "Deutsche "f\fathematiker-Vereinigung" (Div1V) together ,vith the ''Konrad
Zuse-Zentrum ffrr h1forrnationstechnik Berlin'' (Z1B) sta.rted a project supported by the 
German Federal lViinister for Research and Tefhnology (B1V1FT') "hnproving access to 
suhject.-specific online databases a.nd CD-ROiv1 for rna.thematical institutes in Germany'1 

(short: DMV Project "Specialized Information"). The aim of this project is to supply 
mathernatici,ms, a.ud at mathematicaJ departrnents insti
tutes with the possibility to 

<.HU,l,YU<O•I-·•� MATH
) 

l'vl AT'llD I
' 

p HY s
(FIZ 

rn,1thernatica.l , for applications in rnatherna.tics, but also for teaching pur-
poses, electronic access to full to mathematical software and <lata collections and 
to other information systems is gaining more and more i1nportance. Jn Germany, similar 
to the United StateR: there is an increasing need for electronic access to local informa
tion with an organizational character, such as contact addresses, institute and project 
descriptions and information ahout scientific conferences. 

Another, probably even more important perspective is the fact that questions arise that 
are relevant not only for the sciences, but will be of great importance for German industrial 
companies in the future. Electronic call for tenders and the free flow of information about 
the support of research are but one example in this context. 

We will mention some highlights of the technological change that originates from the 
United States and has taken shape in the installation and dissemination of fast and 
efficient nehvorks. First of all, there is the Internet, the network of networks [Internet 94], 
which today provides access to more than 35,000 networks and well over 3 million hosts 
[Press 92], [Time �l3]. Thousands of subject-specific information networks and electronic 
conferences have become established in the Internet. The Usenet News ( a collection of 
several thousand single conferences), which is the most important of these information 
networks, has more than 6 million readers a day. 

In the Internet, numerous ( over 500) electronic journals can be found: three examples from 
mathcrnatics .are the Journal of Differential Equa.tiorn/', which can be read 

( 
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Prepublications of books can also be found in the Internet. An example in the area 
of computer is the hook "An Introduction to Tel and 'l'k" by J. K. Ousterhout 
[Ousterhout g;JJ. Addison-Wesley was obviously not afraid of sales losses from making 
this book ( which has meanwhile appeared in print) available in the Internet -- on the 
contrary. Publishing houst:s their own products on information servers working with 
high-quality graphic environments [O'H.eilly]. 

For quite some time now, the ndlib, a very cornpreh.c�nsive collection of 
has been offered free charge [AT&T] J. J. Dongarra of the Oak 

Laboratory Thi.s 
to the 

(NIST) 
problem-oriented 

1n O'ReiHy's Infonnation Center"' offers a links 
to other important information servers a.nd ( also from 1i 

it USA [LOCJ
1 

which is 
historical 

can be "visited" free of charge 
which copies of the exhibits ca.n be retrieved. Jn Gerrnany, too, many libraries 
on-line cata.logues connected to the Internet (Braun 93J. Last but not least, an increasing 
number of renowned research institutes, such as the Argonne National Laboratory, offer 
their preprints and technical reports in the Internet '[ANL]. 

Electronic mail ( e-mail) plays an important role in this context. In the field of high 
energy physics, e.g., today all publications are offered early on a. preprint server in the 
USA (that is mirrored in Italy) [LANL], [Taubes 93]. Electronic rnail not only makes it 
possible to transmit letters quickly and organize electronic conferences efficiently. In the 
United States it has become a commonly-used tool, not only in the field of science, but 
also in industry: submissions of offers and order placements can often be settled within 
one day, whereas the same process may well take weeks in Germany (or in Europe). Even 
the President of the United States today can be reached by e-mail. On the average, he 
receives 1,000 to 6,000 electronic messages a day [Internet 93]. 

The main problem, however, is that these developments have not been sufficiently noticed 
in Germany ( nor in Europe) and that their importance has not been realized, which may 
result in a real location disadvantage for the German (or European) economy. \Ve will 
mark this important topic with the key word 

"Electronic Informat,ion and 



* Full accessibility of all forms of specialized electronic information (full texts, soft
ware, data collections, contact offers), partly by means of international cooperation.

* Active participation of mathematicians from science and industry in the electronic
supply of specialized information.

* Increased efficiency of current research by intensifying the electronic exchange of
information.

* Improved studying conditions, increased transparency for students, reduced dura
tion of university studies.

* Speeding-up and cost reduction in the genera.I supply of infonnation.

* Testing of new models of electronic information distribution.

We consider this project, which is only a small in this direction, a.s an examplary 
contribution to overcome the current backwardness as well as the lack of acceptance to
wards electronic tools, also in industry. In adcliton, we consider it as an example for other 
fields of societies, such as the 

* "Deutsche Physikalische Gesellscbaft" (DPG)

* "Gesellschaft fiir Inforrna.tik" ( GI)
are also preparing similar (DPG 94] or even more comprehensive [GI 94] programs on the 
subject "information and communication". Althongh our projcd aims may be slightly 
different from those of these two societies, we are in close cooperation with DPG and GI. 

2. Pilot Project: "Distributed Electronic Information System for
Mathematics in Germany"

We propose the creation of an organizational and technical infrastructure for a distributed 
information system. Besides extending the use of electronic specialized information at the 
partner institutes (as a further development of the aims of the DMV Project "Special
ized Information"), local, but also worldwide resources for subject-specific mathematical 
information are to be opened up. The electronic specialized information available shall 
be further established aHd, in addition, the methods and techniques for setting up one's 
own offer of subject-specific information shall become part of the scientist's work. 

In this context, central concepts for the supply of information shall be supplemented by 
decentral ones. Partners in this process of distributing the supply of information could 
be 

* Mathematical university departments and research institutes

* Mathematical laboratories in industry

"' Fachjnformatiomzentrum Karlsruhe and Zentra!hlatt Mathematik 

lOH the 
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* Creation of a Forum for Aiathernatical lnf ormation with representatives from all
partner institutes.

* Initiation, approval and control of single activities and special projects - pla.tform
for funding activities of the BMFT and other institutions.

* Implementation of Information Stations (servers) and Clients with the aim of access
from all workstations at the partner institutions ( and worldwide) to information of
fered by other partners.

* National and international cooperation in order to coordinate and standardize the
distributed offer of information.

* Joint and local workshops and special training courses.

The project will be realized under the auspices of the Deutsche �fathematiker-Vereinigung. 
The Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum fiir Informationstechnik is willing to participate in the "Fo
rum" with a scientific-technical working group. 

3. Distributed Offer of Information

In the following w2 will give a short illustration of the term "distributed information 
system", which has different connotations in different fields of computer science. 

\Ve do not see this term with the eyes of a database specialist, who might have in mind 
a distributed database offered centrally. \Ve do not take up the role of a communication 
specialist either, who might think of a "distributed service" ( or a "communication proto
col"). A computer scientist will possibly take it as the development of a new information 
system integrating several workstations with a common windows environment. A librar
ian will probably understand it as the access to several catalogues in his/her library with 
a central lending system. Each of these perspectives has its own legitimacy, however, none 
of them reflects our aim properly. 

3.1 Distributed Information System 

As a matter of fact, mathematicians want to use the latest communication tools without 
having to develop them. Our special purpose is to create a platform in the Forum for 
Mathematical Information where the latest tools available at no cost and distributed in 
the Internet and in the open domain can be used as components for the distributed in
formation system. By using servers and clients that a.re widely accepted in the Internet. 
(presently Gopher, WAIS, Vv'V{'vV, Hyper-G and Mosaic [Krol 92], [Berners 92], [Kappe 
93], [Andreessen 94]), an opening of the distributed information system and, as a conse
quence, worldwide, easy and mutual access to locally available subject-specific information 
is aimed at. the Ufie local to 
make furl texts available a suitable and 



* Connections (Electronic Links) to other information systems (Gopher, WAIS,
WVvW, Hyper-G).

In addition, subject-specific information with organizationaJ contents shall also be made 
available: 

* Contact addresses (\VhitePages, whois, find) with fields of interest

* Latest project news and new project tenders ( conferencing, mailing lists)

* Information on research funding (national & international).

In this context, a model for an organizationa.l framework for the offer and distribution of 
electronic journals is to be developed, which is suitable for the electronic publishing of 
mathematical contents. This ''tool", however, shall also be used for general messages in 
the "Forum". 

The partners of the project and, possibly, the special interest groups of the DMV offer their 
local resources of information via their own mathematical information stations (servers) 
in the Internet. They make use of the resources rna.de availa.b1e by other partners with 
corresponding clients, which, in principle, can be installed at any of their workstations 
(not only a.t their actual information servers). The utilization offer can be ma.de in the 
Internet -- worldwide - as it is ma:de up according to the client-server model and, for the 
time being, only Gopher, WAIS and WWW and Hyper-G server and clients will be used. 
As a universal browser that integrates the services of several clients at present Mosaic is 
to be considered. 

Technically speaking, one of the main tasks will be the coordination of data. exchange for
mats and, in this context, the participation in national and international standardization 
committees. 

3.2 Advantages of a Distributed Information System; Example: Preprints 

A research result has a long way to go from being written down by the author, accepted, 
e.g., by a university department, submitted to the editor of a journal to publication by a
publishing house in a journal and, finaJly, entry a.nd review in a database. First, the author
compiles the results in the form of a preprint of his/her university department or institute.
The preprint is then submitted to a publishing house for publication. The publishing
house, i.e., the editor of the journal, carries out a complex refereeing procedure before
the article is printed in order to guarantee high-level quality standards. The reviewing
publication can only prepare a review when the article has been published in a professional
journal. Norn1ally, 1 to :3 between preparation and publication of an article,

another 6 to 12 a
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provided they are informed of the availability. Indeed, all partners in the project can 
be informed of each new preprint via e-mail. A central information service, such as the 
(Internet) Archie service or a \VAIS server could also inform externa1 partners of new 
offers. 

Within a few days, the Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe and the Zentralblatt can now 
integrate either the abstract of the mathematical preprint that is available on-line (with 
reference to the local server) or a related review that could also be obtained electronically 
from the reviewer. 

Thus, searchers in the MATH database, which is the online version of the "Zentralblatt", 
not only find references to an article or a review within very short time, but also have 
immediate access to the full text. 

3.3 The Importance of a Distributed Information System for Research, 
Teaching and Application 

The distributed information system can become a new and powerful tool for mathemati
cians. The retrieval of information is extremely complex today. Mathematicians have 
to use a broad repertoire of sources for this purpose: publications and reviews, personal 
messages, preprints, conferences etc. In this context, the distributed information system 
can extend and improve the electronic offer of information. ·with a distributed informa
tion system mathematicians can make their own contribution to an efficient supply of 
information to their colleagues. 

As results of the project we expect 

* access to mathematical information that has usually been of limited availability

* relocation of information to electronic media at the expense of print media

* synergy effects due to immediate access

* a simple and intelligent user environment.

The distributed information system will not only provide mathematicians with more in
formation, but also with new means to extract those bits of information that are relevant 
for them. 

While the significance of such a system for research work is evident, we would like to add 
a word on its significance for teaching and application. In teaching, for instance, the offer 
of electronic lecture notes is an interesting supplement and alternative to the usual offer of 
lectures. In particular students may obtain additional information about special branches 
and centers of their discipline etc. If several departments offer lecture notes on the same 

are not a 
choice (transparency of offer), but ·�·e also exp1:•ct. the better lecture notes to become more 
generally . Informa.t on job 
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4. The Information Station

access lo t.be ot.her partners' offer of e!ectrouic 

wiH create 1 
fo]kxwing measures: 

servP.r plus suitable responder 
ftp aud telnet as wdl as srn 

Internet Gop}H0;r, WAIS, v
V
W\\1 or Hypcr-G. 

* Connection of server to the Internet to 

* Implementation of clieu!;s on all 

In 
by 

able access to the Internet ftp, and e·mail as wcH as installation of 
suitable client sof t\vare for Gopher, WAIS, \V\VW or Hyper-G and the use of the 
integrated browser .l\fosaic. 

* Furnishing of :ill workstations for access to servers of external partners in the Inter-
net.

Due to the different conditions at the partner institutions, the decision on technical equip
ment will be left to themselves. The use of Unix is not a necessary precondition. Today, 
the relevant Internet server and client software are available for all major machine plat
forms: PC, Mac, and, of course, Unix-based machines. 

vVe are proceeding on the assumption that access to the host of the Fachinformationszen
trum Karlsruhe (FIZ) via telnet will soon be possible. The FIZ is presently working on 
the realization of a connection to the Internet. The required access coordination (pass
word splitting etc.) can b0. carried out analogously to the DMV Project "Specialized 
Information". 

5. The Information Coordinator

Making suitable techniques and tools available for the retrieval and offer of electronic 
information1 however, is not enough. Experiences made in the course of the DI\iV Project 
"Specialized Information" have shown that imparting knowledge about how to use the 
new facilities to other colleagues seems to be even more important. This role shall be ta.ken 
up by the "Information Coordinator", who will be appointed by every partner and who 
will pass on his/her technical know-how to his/her institute, possibly with the inclusion 
of further colleagues (''multipliers"). 

The central task of the information coordinator is·- addition to the tasks oft.he Special-
\! 
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* Participation in the coordination of standards for the exchange of information

* Cooperation with the central project management.
This continuation of the fun et ion of the Specialized Information Coordinator will ensure 
the continuity of electronic specialized information in the field of mathematics. Each 
partner, i.e., the Fad1inforrnationszentrum Ka.rlsruhe as well as libraries, museums and 
publishing houses� too, wiH appoint a scientist for an adequate proportion his working 
hours. 

6. The Formn for Mathematical Information

Under the auspices of the DMV a Forum for Mathematical lnforrnation wiU created 
consisting of the Assembly of Information Coordinators of all partners. The partners will 
pursue their common aims in the Forum on the basis of written cooperation agreements. 

Scientific societies, organizations and institutions working in the field of research funding 
may participate in the Forum as associated members. 

The Information Coordinators will meet at regular intervals ( twice a year) to carry out 
joint workshops an<l will constitute working groups for special tasks. To this aim, coop
eration will also take place electronically (installation of special mailing lists or electronic 
conferencing systems). 

The }orum is the platform for the realization of the partners' adivities (special tasks) 
and major special projects with a pilot character, which may be carried out by a group 
of partners. In particula.;: 1 the rorurn is the appropriate body to realize related BMFT 
support activities. 

For the evaluation of new special tasks and pilot projects a Scientific Technical Committee 
w'ill he created within the Forum, which will also analyse project results. To support 
the Scientific Technical Committee in fulfilling its tasks, the partners may also delegate 
specialists that do not belong to the group of information coordinators. 

In order to fulfill the administrative tasks a Central Project Managenient will be set up 
within the Forum, which will also be responsible for the control of special tasks and pilot 
projects. The Central Project Managernent organizes joint workshops and is responsible 
for cooperation on nationa.1 (DMV, DPG, GAMM: GI, KMathF, DFG, BMFT, ... ) and 
international (Euromath, internet Committees, standardization committees, ... ) level. 
Its tasks will include central project reporting and public relations. 

The Konrad-Zuse-Zentnm1 is willing to provide a scientific-technical working group to 
responsibilities. This group'::: tasks will include the 

courses. 
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und 
der DMV, Heft 2, 199a 
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[Griltschel 9�k] NL GROTSCHEL; PerspektivPn 
die Mathernatik in Deutschla.nd; Lecture at [ZIB 9:1] 

90) S.
tific Inquiry; 
directory pub/ 

Informationssystems filr 

[Hamad 94] S. HAHN Implementing Peer Review on the Scientific m 
Scholarly Electronic .Journals; Proc. !nL Conf. on Reforeed Electronic Journals: 
a Consortium for Network Publications; Univ. of hfanitoha, Wiunipeg, Octob('r 

[Internet 9a] The Jn tern et Letter; Vol. 1, No. 1, Oct. HJ93; p. 5 

[Internet 94] The Internet Society Newsletter; No. 3, 1994 

[Kappe 93] F. KAPPE, H. MAURER; Hyper-G: A Large Universal Hypermedia System and 
Some Spin-Offs; TU Graz, IICM, Report 364, 1993; also anonymous ftp: iicm.tu-graz.at; 
directory /pub/Hyper-G/papers 

[Kent 93] Kent Statf\ Launches Electronic Numerical AnaJysis Journal; SIAM NEWS, Oct. 
1993, p. 20 

[Krol 92] E. KROL; The Whole Internet - Users Guide & Catalog; O'Reilly & Associates, Inc., 
1992 

[Lange 93] G. LANGE; Die Infrastruktur fur eine umfassende Informationsstruktur in den USA; 
Lecture at [ZIB 93]; December 13-15, 1993 

[LANL] Los Alamos National Laboratory; Internet Preprint Services for High Energy Physics, 
via electronic mail; access to database via URL http:/ /xxx.lanl.gov/ 

[LOC] Library of Congress; via O'Reilly's Global Network Navigator 
URL http://nea.rnet.gnn.com/wic/govt.28.html 

[Lugger 93] J. LUGGER, \V. DALITZ; Opt-Net: A New Communication Facility for Scientists 
Interested in Optimization; GMOOR Newsletter 2, 1993, pp. 7-9 

[Lugger 94a] J. LUGGER; Aspects of a Distributed Information System for Mathematics in 
Germanyj EMC \Vorkshop on EMIR, May 27-28, 1994; Euromath Center, Copenhagen 

[Liigger 94b] J. LOGGER; Das Lehende Mathematische 1vtuseum; Fifth Annual Gottingen Work-

(0 

shop on the History 1fodern Mathemat1cs; July 11-13, 1994, l\fathematisches lnstitut 
Gottingen and Nicdersachsische Staats- und Universitatsbibliothck Gottingen 

anonymom. 
l [t!):J 

URL 
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(Press 92] L. PRESS; The Net: Progress and Opportunity; Comm. ACM, Dec. 1992, pp. 21-25 

(RedLib] REDUCE Network Library; URL gopher://elib.zib-berlin.de/11/.Libraries/RedLib 

[Springer] Gopher Server of the Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg; 
URL gopher://trick.ntp.springer.de 

[Tagesspiegel. !)3j Anf der Da.tenautobahn von der Berliner Regierung nach Bonn; Tagesspiegel, 
December 19, 1993, p. 3 

[Taubes 93] G. TAUBES; Pnbiication by Electronic Mail Takes Physics by Storm; Sdence 259, 
1993, pp. 1246-1248 

[Time 93] First Nation in Cyberspace; Time, December 6, 1993, pp. 62-64 

[ZIB 93] Die Zukunft eletronischer Fachinformation insbesondere in der Mathematik; Workshop 
der Fachinforma.tionsbeauftragten der Ma.thematik; December 13-V'>, 1993; Konrad-Zuse
Zentrum fiir Informationstedmik Berlin and Rathaus Schoneberg, Berlin 

[ZIB 94] Aufbau eines Metropolitan Area Networks fiir wissenschaftliche Einrichtungen in der 
Region Berlin/Brandenburg; Project Proposal, Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum fiir Informations
technik Berlin, 1994 

Contact: Wiss. Dir. Joachim Lugger 
Konra.d-Zuse-Zentrum fiir Informationstechnik Berlin 
Heilbronner Str. 10 
D-10711 Berlin-\Vilmersdorf, Germany
luegger@zib-berlin.de

The overall responsibility for the project planning and organization lies with the current 
President of the Deutsche Mathematiker-Vereinigung (DMV), 

Prof. Dr. M. Grotschel 
groetschel@zi b-berlin. de 

For an electronic discussion, a. mailing list has been installed, which is open to everybody 
interested in the subject of the distributed information system for mathematics 

dmv-ug-pvefm@zib-berlin.de 

and which is moderated by Dr. Sperber(sperber@zib-berlin.de). 

The complete paper is also available electronk.ally in the ftp archive of t.he Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum and 

can be obtained as follows: 
ftp dib.zib-·herlin .de 

Name: anonyrnous 

Password: 
ed 

TR-94-08.p<1.Z 
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Committee on APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS 

This recently formed Committee of the Society will undertake a variety of work, under the chairmanship 
of Adrien JAMI, Head of Mechanics and Numerical Models, EDF-Research Division, 1 Avenue du 
General De Gaulle 92141 CLAMART Cedex, FRANCE. 

Tel: (33) l 47 65 37 56 Fax: (33) 1 47 65 41 18 e-mail: Adrien.Jami@der.edf.fr

An article describing the aims of the Committee in detail will appear in a future issue. One of these aims 
is to increase awareness in the mathematical community at large of the nature and range of problems in 
Industry, Science and Society in general, where mathematical methods could be successful. The article 
which follows is the first of a series directed toward this end. 

Comments, suggestions and requests for further information may be sent to 

I. CAPUZZO-DOLCEITA, Universita degli Studi di Roma "LA SAPIENZA", Dipartimento di
Matematica lstituto "Guido Castelnuevo", Piazzale Aldo Moro 2 - I.00185 ROMA.
Tel: 39.6.49.91.32.18 fax: 39.6.49.91.32.18 e-mail: Capuzzo @Sci.Uniromal.lT

MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN DATA ASSIMILATION PROBLEMS 

V .I. Agoshkov 

Institute of Numerical Mathematics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 
Leninsld Prospect, 32-A, 117334 Moscow, Russia 

In this report we. would like to draw attention to one of the important contemporary problems of 
Applied and Industrial Mathematics - the Data Assimilation problem. We shall describe some mathematical 
methods which can be use.cl to investigate this problem and present some references and addresses of 
groups studying these questions. 

1. DATA ASSIMILATION PROBLEM

.The problem of rational use of data from sea-stations, satellite observation data and others in the study
of agriculture, meteorology, environment protection, etc. is becoming more and more important 
nowadays. A Mathematical model of this problem can be formulated as the Data Assimilation Problem 
(abbreviated, DAP). This is an optimal control problem. 

Let there be a physical system, governed by some state equation and (possibly) additional relations, 
i.e., by a DAP-modeL The problem associated with an analysis of observations for improving the
parameters of the DAP-model (initial state, forcing, coefficients, etc.) is one of modern important
problems. DAP can fr1?,quently be treated as a variational problem: a cost function measuring the
model-to-observations distance is minimized with respect to the unknown system's inputs. This technique
is in practical use, but little attention is paid yet to a rigorous mathematical justification. Now there are
a lot of numedcal experiments with various OAP-models [ l ], but solvability of the DAP-models of
physical interest still remains to be studied in suitable functional spaces. The solvability result is not only
of theoretical intere::-t but is also neede,41 for development and justification of efficient numerical algorithms
to solve the problem.

.2. 

One m:ed� to undi.::rntand that tb.e DAP may 
vv,.,,.,=w·=· the 

To ihl:' DAP-models m.1e. netids to 
prove the existence of :'>olutions 
'.,paGt;S and 
$.iJluti1m of 

1111::: can us.t; tbe 
dis��n�ti:r..ation of thi;; 

One of the main of tlw discretization of DAP-models consist<; of 
finite difference schemas [4] aud modern computational methods - Domain 
which wm the to paralldlze calculations for modem 

18. 

the authors of 
on t:he 

showed that thei-e 

finite el.em;;:nl m�""'-''-'"' 
Methods !31 



for 
Since ;ve are i.nterested in the solution 

that the rrnmericUI an 

o,f 

m1t the 
<lata asshnilaiion 

as an 

s::hema ,:,h,1ukl ht� 

2. Dedvatiim of variational Euler in 
functional spaces.

3. Construction of approximations in rPn,n.-it'5'll 

4. Development and study of methods for solving rionlinear at i;",ach time step. 
5. Approximation of problems in complex domains the fi.rrite element method, dornain de,eomposition 

algorithms and others.
6. Coding the program and numerical experiments.

So, while investigating data assimilation problems we need the methods and techniques of linear and
nonlinear functional analysis, functional spaces, optimal control problems, ill-posed problems, numerical 
mathematics and informatics. 

I t  is clear also, that these problems can be solved only through the cooperation of mathematicians, 
physicists and engineers using modern computers. 

3. SOME SCIENTIFIC GROUPS AND CONT ACT ADDRESSES

Below we present some contact addresses of scientific groups studying the application of mathematical
methods to Data Assimilation Problems. 

1. F.-X. Le Dimet
Laboratoire de Modilisation et Calcul,
51, Rue des Mathematiques,
Domaine Universitaire
B.P. 53X, 38041 Grenoble Cedex, France
Fax : (33) - 76631263

2. C. Le Provost
Institut de Mecanique de Grenoble,
Universite Joseph Fourier,
B.P. 53X, 38041 Grenoble Cedex, France
Fax : (33) - 76825001

3. Agoshkov V.I., Ipatova V.M,
Trufanov C.D., Shutyaev V.P.
Institute of Numerical Mathematics,
Russian Academy of Sciences,
Leninski Prosp., 32-A,
117334, Moscow, Russia
Tel : (095) • 938-18-19
fax: (095) - 938-18-21

4. Zalesny V.B.
Institute of Numerical Mathematics,
Russian Academy of Sciences,
Leninsky Prnsp., 32-A,
Tel : (095) - 938-63-13
Fax : (095) - 93.8-18-21

5. Penanko V.V.
Computer Center of Siberian
Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences
Prosp. Ac. Laurentiev, 6,
630090, Novosibirsk, Russia
Tel : (383) - (2)-35-11-52

6. Naven J.M.
Super Computer Research Institute
Florida State University,
FI. 32306 4032, Tallahassee, USA

7. Wunsch C.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Block 54, Room 1324,
Cambridge, MA 071 39, USA

8. Talagrand 0.
Laboratoire de Meteorologie Dynamique,
Ecole Norma!e Superieure,
24, rue Lhomond,
75231 Pans Cedex 05, France

9. Olhers D., Schroster S., Sailer UL
Institute for Polar and Marine Research
Columbu&.">trasse 120161-27515
Bremerhaven, Germany
Te! : 0 4714831 4!0

Other contact addresses am! research groups in field of OAP-models can be found 111 { l f. 
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courses, contents 
to be highly appropri.ate. 

developmem 
contributions already have been solicited. 

AU readers are sincerely invited to report on any kind of maths competition they have 
experience with, even as partictvants in their younger years. This r�fers to local, regional, 
national or international competitions as well. Please send such contributions of a length 
<if up to 4 pages to the editor. 

Of course, any other contributions on dijferent topics are welcome so that the section can 
serve well in its purpose as a discussion forum. 

I am looking forward to your reactions and contributions. 

W. Dor:fler

29th Conference on Didactics of Mathematics 

Kassel (Germany) 1995 

The 29th Conference on Didactics of Mathematics (29. Tugung filr Didaktik der Mathematik) will

take place from March 6 to 10, 1995 at the University of Kassel (German)). The first announcement 
will be available in October 1994 and may be obtained by writing to: 

to: 

20 

Professor Dr. Werner Blum, Kassel University 
1""'"'"b"""''�t of Mathematics. D-34109 

I J\tt Annual l\'1eeting 



ln fv!' Ji n.·h. J 99 l ., 
Sr,t�tht'.;f1J. Jlr::sst� �t,nd 
were first i.nvit,ed to 

m. a
mathematics and ideas. This initiaiivti 
v,ra.s '>Vdl rei:eiv,td from tht'- start. gre,v 
in number year after vear until 
level this �;ear, whm; thr,ee hundred enlisted. The 
initiative followi, the of the for !he 
Advancement of Mathematically Gifted Young 
Pt',,ople which holds its own Days of Mathematics at 
the university towns of Karlsnihe, Constance, Ulm 
and Tu.bingen. 

A day to learn from 

The "Bensheim Day of Mathematics" is more than 
just a day of competion and lectures, but has grown 
to be an institution constantly at work in initiating 
and organizing advancement programmes. All 
programmes, including those for teachers, are 
recommended and even supported by the Ministries 
of Culture in Hesse and Baden-Wiirttemberg. In 
the region of Bensheim the Day of Mathematics has 
become well-known as a reliable institution whose 
additional, intellectually challenging contribution to 
school mathematics is widely appreciated. Even the 
general public has increasingly taken notice of the 
Bensheim Day of Mathematics as is proved by its 
extensive coverage in the local press. 

A day well organized 

In the course of the past four years the organization 
has consolidated. There is a supra-regional 
committee for mathematical problems which sets the 
assignments for all similar competitions held at 
various locatioru;, as well as a local committee 

for the evaluation of the test papers 
handed in. 
In H1'.l'\;Jh<:lim four curators are ,.,,.,,,.,,.,,.,.., for the 
curriculum of advancement progn.mrnes, while an 

fond fimrnPial 

·rhe emfoavours of the of Mathematics an! 
:cc•m:ria,rm�'.IJ and re.inforc,,d int1�rn;ive courne1; 

lit the ,rnivt�r:,,ities of Conshrncc or 
tnm. In addition lo there was a 
Wt'.t'k fa.st y,:at at the Centre frn Prn.c:.ic,.;.! 
�hthema!i,;s the Pfa!z.ak,idemie Lambn::dit. 

A 

()n.r.z•. a ytiar, th,: Beucihein:1 nf l'v:fath,cm .. dici, 
� w�� 

1s ,1 ... c,.,,.,,,., .• 1 to arouse interest in mathematics. All 

MATUEMA 

aim al this 
mon:c so than others of iti; 
the broad 
rathel' tt);&{l N\<r,r•c•nf<!'.ll 

Sc}1<>c�h1 \Nl,thin 14 d)st;1r�ct: of 
80 kilometer,; frn,n Bcnshe.im an:; notifit,d. 

fr,n:n grm:1p,;; of t.bret to fi•re ffl,'>:nben., ',Nhrnm 
,lilme.;, m;:iy b<l si�nl in 1ht,ir n1ath.ern,t.1:ics 
teacher�:. ·rhe, prr�gran.1rrH.:�- of tht� l};�n.shc:iin. 
Matht,n:rntics l 9934 rna.y sf:rve as .HJJ 

9;00 
9.30 
9:45 group competition 

individual competition 
lunch and recreation 

J l :00 
12:00 
13:30 high-speed competition 
14:30 coffee and cake 

ses:m:m 

of 

15: 15 "Exploring the Infinite", lecture by 
Professor Dr. Harro Heuser, Karlsruhe 

16:30 victory ceremony performed by a repre-
sentative of the Hesse Ministry of Culture 

While the pupils were occupied with the 
assignments of the competition their teachers joined 
in a didactic colloquy with.a lecture about "Solving 
problems - but how?" by Dr. Regina Bruder. 
AH pupils receive diplomas while the best arc also 
awarded book prizes. Moreover, twenty pupils are 
selected for further advancement programmes. As 
a rule, they get a grant for the modelling week at 
the Centre for Practical Mathematics which 
comprises a seven days' stay at the Pfalzakademie 
Lambrecht, free of charge ir.cluding expert 
counselling and guidance. 

A day's challenges - what are they? 

As an example of the kind of problems the pupils 
are confronted with, here are those presented at the 
Bensheim Day of Mathematics 1994, The follow-
mg are set for the group com1.x:t.m1c>n: 

GL (15 points) 
From a cube with the a, 

cut off 
in their 

that intersect the, 
Detennine the volume and dm 

"''""'m,,J, solid, 

2. l arc the horizontal and ve:rhc;1l axis linf.".b; 
for 

2.2 Draw· the set of 
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G3. {15 points) 
For R Ct}rtain f > 0 the 
two functions .f.. and g1 

endose a finite 

it;' imd G of the 

The following are problems set for the individual 
competition: 

EL (15 points) 
Let f be a function with 

/(x) = _!__ , x e R.
.t2 +1 

and let K be the graph of f . 

1.1 By reflection of K through the line y = 4 
one gets the graph C of a function g.

Determine the equation of g . 

l.2 Let u > 0. The lines x = u and x = - u
intersect K and C in points P, Q, R and S.

Determine u in such a way that the points P,

Q, R and S form a square. 

E2. (10 points) 
On three different days the extra-curricular work 
groups in chess, mathematics and informatics meet. 
There are 35 participants altogether. They are 
divided in the following way: 
(a) Exactly 16 persons take part in only one

group.
(b) The chess group consists of 17 participants.
(c) Exactly eight persons take part in both the

mathematics group and the informatics group.
(d) Exactly 3 persons take part in all three work

groups.
How many persons are active solely in the chess 
group? 
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Let ABCD oo a with the sides 
I CD J "' C <'i" BAD .c·: (Z: , 

•!:,:. CBA . .,.� H , 1:: AD.R .,., 90" and � A CB ._.,, 90" . 
I)et't'?-rJnin� the.
c , a and 13

of the m.11nber 

The following are problems from the high-speed 
competition which is done in groups and whose 
main purpose is simply fun: 

SI. (4 points) 
Given two concentric circles with radii r < R . 
The chord AB of the larger circle is tangent to the 
smaller circle. Let IAB I = 8 . How large is the 
area F of the circular ring? 

S2. (4 points) 
The product 

STETS·99999 
ends in 705. Decode the number STETS. 

S3. (3 points) 
A champagne glass has the shape of a perpendicular 
circular cone with the base of radius r and the 
height h . Where must the glass be marked to 
ensure that the champagne, filling the glass to this 
mark, filJs half its volume? 

S4. (3 points) 
One digit is to be added to the number 10, on both 
left and right, in such a way that the resulting 
number is divisible by 72. 



Problem Corner 

Problem Corner 

Paul Jainta, Werkvolkstr. 10, D091126 Schwabach, Germany 

Like most things, the United States has a large number of mathematics contests, many good ones, but 
also a great many bad ones. An important characteristic of American education, which sets it apart 
from most other educational systems, is the high degree of local control over education. No 
American 'Ministry of Education' mandates the curriculum. Teachers are not centrally licensed. 
Indeed, free public education is not directly required by any federal governmental agency. 

Under examination, the American educational system rapidly breaks down into thousands of tiny 
fragments. This is a natural consequence of the wider traditions of a country whose foundations are 
rooted in a search for personal freedom and individual opportunity. So it is not surprising that 
American mathematical competitions reflect the same decentralizing trends as other aspects of 
American education. There are for example a lot of competitions, which unfortunately reach more 
students, which are not very good. For students in the seventh and eighth grades there is no equal 
to MA TH COUNTS. For high school students, the only good national contests I know of are the 
American High School Mathematics Examination (AlME), the American Invitational Mathematics 
Examination (AHSME) and the United States of America Mathematics Olympiad ((]SAMO), which 
determine the American IMO-Team. Intentions quite different from the previous ones are pursued by 
the American Regions Mathematics league (ARML), the U.S.A. Mathematics Talent Search 
(VSAMIS) and The Mandelbrot Competition, which I advertised in my first Corner in the summer. 
These all have their own little drawbacks (except perhaps the USAMTS, which is free to competitors 
and encourages mathematical writing and problem-solving). The AIME, the USAMO, and ARML 
are generally favoured by experienced students, as there are qualifying rounds to be passed in order 
to take them (most ARML teams represent an area and therefore there are trials and such to make the 
team). 

The afiJrementioned contests are not the only ones existing, as hinted before. There are numerous 
other local, state and national contests in the U.S., and several private companies which market 
uniform competitions nationwide. Most of these events are very formula-intensive. This means that 
they encourage students to memorize formulas rather than learn problem-solving methods - there's 
a huge difference. Some of the rest are largely money-making schemes. It was in answer to these 
last two that three outstanding young Americans started The Mandelbrot Competition. The threesome, 
Sam Vandervelde, Richard Rusczyk and Sandor Lehoczky are still undergraduates. Sam is in his 
first of graduate studies in mathematics at the University of Chicago. He was a member of the 
U.S. IMO-Team in 1989 (at Braunschweig, Germany). Sandor is currently a senior at Princeton and 
is studying physics, and Richard is on leave of absence from graduate studies at Stanford University 
in engineering. All three are still problem-solvers. 
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Problem Corner 

Thereby students can research the subjects and prepare beforehand. This (and the challenging nature 
of the questions) is perhaps what distinguishes The Mandelbrot Competition from other American 
mail-order contests! 

By the way, The Mandelbrot Competition will run concurrently in both the United States and 
Germany this year. The organizers hope to foster a friendly mathematical correspondence between 
American and German students. Their aspirations are to spread the contest to as many schools in 
the U.S. and abroad as possible. They are very excited about the prospect of introducing the contest 
to European schools, and they hope that some will be able to help them meet that goal. 

The 'pre�olympiad' set of problems for this time is the Team Test Round Five, April, l99L Usually 
each round is subdivided into three sections: Facts, Definitions, Problems. The team test, which is 
50 minutes long, is a series of proofs which are designed to enhance the student's understanding of 
a particular subject. The selected example below is just typical of the art of problem-solving as 
imparted to those undergoing the team test. Here, the questions range from easy to difficult. As a 
dessert I will serve an old-fashioned problem drafted in the ponderous rhymes of earlier days, 
submitted by Malcolm Ma<�Callum, Inverness. He tracked it down from the 1718 edition of the 
Ladies Diary following on from my reference in the first Problem Corner. 

Q 9 Facts: A proper divisor of a positive integer n is a positive integer smaJler than n which 
exactly divides n . One is a proper divisor of every positive integer. A perfect number is 
a positive integer whose proper divisors sum to the original number. For example, 6 is the 
smallest perfect number since its proper divisors are 1,2,3, and 1 +2+3 = 6. The next 
smallest perfect number is 28. 

Definitions: A magical set is a set of three or more positive integers, not necessarily distinct, 
such that each number in the set exactly divides the sum of the remaining numbers. We also 
require that these numbers have no common divisor except 1. Hence the set {1,2,6,9} is 
magical since 1 +2+6 = 9 is a multiple of 9, 1 +2+9 = 12 is a multiple of 6, 1 +6+9 = 
16 is a multiple of 2, and 2+6+9 = 17 is a multiple of 1. The set {2,4,12,18} is not 
magical since all the numbers are divisible by 2. 

Problems: 

i. Show that the set {1,1,2,4, ... ,2n} is magical for all n � 1.
ii. Show that all the proper divisors of a perfect number form a magical set.
iii. Find all magical set,;; with exactly three numbers.
iv. Find all magical sets with four numbers, whose smallest elements are 1 and 3,

i.e. of the form {l,3,rn,n} with m,n � 3.
v. Prove that given any magical set, one can include an additional number in the set so

that this new set is also magical.

Q 10 (Question 60 by Mr Tho.Cary, of Lynn, from the 1718 edition of 'The Ladies Diary') 

Within my garden rve a pond that's round 
Whose surface equal to 5028 417 square feet is found: 
In th' midst of which, a pole stands just upright 
About the plain, one hundred feet in height: 
This pole being broke into two parts, 
Come, tell this query now, men of arts. 
The broken piece fell just at the ponds brink:: 
How Jong is then the piece left, do you think? 

Propose problems for which readers will send in solutions. Proposals should, whenever possible, be 
accompanied a solution, reference

s
,, and insi.ghts which are likely to be of help to the editor. 

They can be anything elementary to to difficulL Original prohiems are 
particular sought. pJease submit any interesting problem you came across, especially those from 
(problem) books and contests that are not easily accessible. I hereby invite my readers to share them 
with their colleagues and students, 
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SOLUTIONS 

Q 1. In the figure, ABCD is a square 
and M and N are the midpoims 
resp�.cti v el y. area 

by Malcolm. 

Problem Comer 

Observe that the shaded area is half the area of the parallelogram MBND (by symmetry). 
area of is 

the shaded area is l 
4 

1 A " (B:M)' (BC) '" -;; , 
;,, 

Also solved by Fran<;ois Sigrist, lnstitut de Mathematiques, Universite de Neuchdtel, Switzerland. 

*************** 

Q 2. Jayne writes the integers from 1 to 2000, inclusive, on a piece of paper. She erases all the 
multiples of 3, then all the multiples of 5, and so on, erasing all the multiples of each odd 
prime integer. How many numbers are left when she finishes? 

Solution by Malcolm Maccallum, Inverness. 
All numbers with odd factors other than 1 are erased. The only integers not erased are the powers 
2°, 21, ... , 2k-1, ... . Thus the only numbers remaining are 1,2,4, ... , 2 10= 1024. Hence, there are 
11 numbers left. 

Also solved by Franrois Sigrist, Universite de Neuchlltel, Switzerland. 

*************** 

Q 3. A certain type of lottery ticket pays $100 two percent of the time, pays $50 five percent of 
the time, allows you to get two more tickets for free five percent of the time, and is worthless 
the rest of the time. If the company marketing the tickets wants to break even on average, 
how much should it charge per ticket? 

Solution due to Franfois Sigrist, Institut de Mathematiques, Universite de Neuch!itel,Switzerland. 
Let the break-even price of a ticket be x . Then by the given conditions, 

x = $100·0.02 + $50·0.05 + 2x·0.05 

where the 2x is because the two free tickets can be assumed to be 'worth' the same amount as the 
original one. Solving the equation, we find x = 5 dollars. 

*************** 

Q 4. A ABC angle at C and 

a is instribed touching BC at R. AC at S , and AB at T . 

AS "" AT 

�· BTR,. }. 
z 

A AST 

SimiLady we h ave 

� RTS"' 

is 

BR "' BT yi d.s 
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Problem Corner 

Q 5. The set A contains 12 points in space, and a subset B of A contains 7 points which lie
in a single plane. If all groups of four coplanar points in A are subsets of B, then how
many distinct planes may be drawn which pass through 3 or more points of A? 

Solution Fran9ois Sigrist gives a very short solution. He finds 

1+5·G) + 1·(!) + (!) = 186

distinct plane.;; as demanded. 

&J.itor's note. A perhaps more obvious solution, appropriate for students, is the following. Three
noncoHinear points determine a plane. Thus, given 12 points with no three collinear, there are

( 1:) ""' 220 planes which pass through at least 3 of the 12 points. However, we have counted the
plane in which the 7 coplanar points lie once for each set of 3 points among the 7 points. We have 

thus counted this single plane G) = 35 times. Since we should only count it once, we must 
subtract 35-1 = 34 from our total counted number of planes, 220. Thus the 12 points define 186 
planes. 

*************** 

Q 6. What is the largest prime divisor of 315 + 1 1 

Solution. Both solvers gave the correct largest prime divisor 271. 
Factoring 315+ 1 as a sum of cubes, we have 3 15 + 1 = (35 + 1)·(310-35 + 1). We note that
(35 + 1)2 = 310 +2·35 + 1 and (35-1)2 = 310-2·35 + 1 . Thus we can write for example 
310-35 + 1 = (35 + 1)2 - 3·35 = (35 + 1)2-36 as a difference of squares. Thus 

3 15 + 1 = (35 +1)·(310-35 +1) = (35 +1)·((35 +1)2-36) = (35 +1)·(35 +33 +1)(35-33 +1)
The largest of the three factors is 35 + 33 + 1 = 271 , which is prime. 

*************** 

Q 7. Evaluate 19 + 19·18 + 19·18·17 + .•• + l9f as a fraction in lowest terms. 93 93·92 93·92·91 93·92···75 

Solution. Franrois Sigrist used summation notation and expressed each fraction as a product of
fractions with factorials. Thus, we have 

E ml . (m+k-j)! 
-

mlk! I: (lc+s)' - mlkl · (m
k 

+
1
k) == ...!!:_ and the entire sum is equal

jzl (m-j)l (m+k!) - (m+k)! .1r=O s - (m+k)! + k+1 

to !! form"' 19, k-= 74 = 93-19.
75 

Malcolm 
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EUROPEAN NEWS: Country by Country 

B\7ELORUSSIA 

tv'Iathcmatical Investigations Bydorussia 

The Byelorussian t"'fathematical and VOMA Scientific Innovation Company are preparing for 
publication in 1994 au English version of the reference book "MATHEMATICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
IN BELARUS" a book of 4(X) pages in English. 

Belarus is one of the leading mathematical centres of the former Soviet Union. Scientific schools founded 
D.A.Supnmenko, V.P.Platonov and S.A.Chounikhin in the field of algebra, V.G.Sprindzhuk in the

field of number theory, N.P.Erugin and Yu.S.Bogdanov in the field of ordinary differential equations, 
F .A. Ghaov in t.he field of boundary value problems in of analytical E. A. Barbashin in 
the field of optimal V.I .Krilov in the field of computational methods have attracte.d attention in 
the world of science. 

for the first time independent experts ,vill publish in the reference the results of systematic analysis of the 
main branches of mathematical development in Belarus. 

The contents of the review is the following: 

1. The main branches of mathematical development in Belarus.
1.1 Algebra (Theory of algebraic, linear, finite groups, rings and bodies). 
1.2 Number theory (diophantine approxinuztion, diophatine equations, metric theory of numbers, 

theory �f transcerulental numbers, classification of real, complex and p-adic numbers. 
1.3 Geometry and Topology (theory of symmetric spaces, Lie groups, geometry of probability 

theory). 
1. 4 Theory of functions (boundary value problems of theory of analytical functions and singular 

equations, theory of special functions and integral transform, theory of approximation). 
1.5 Ordinary differential equations (theory of dynamic systems, qualitative; asymptotic and 

analytic theory of diffeirential equations). 
1. 6 Functional analysis and equatfons with partial differentials (theory of groups representation,

differential-operators equations, problems of mathematical physics). 
1. 7 Mathematical control theory (controllability, observability, optimal control systems,

constructive methods of control system,; synthesis). 
1. 8 Probability theory, mathenuztical statistics and stochastic processes (limit theorem•; for

dependent random variables, numerical methods of queueing systems theory, stochastic 
differential equations, robust statistical conclusions, time series, adaptative statistical 
parameter estimation). 

1.9 Discrete m.athem.atics (discrete optimization, graph theory, scheduling theory, polyhedral 
combinatorics, computational geometry). 

1 . .l O Computational methods (mathem.atical modelling; the theory, approximate computation arui 
application of continual integrals; numerical solution of differential equations,· computational 
merhods of litwar ""'Prnw 

2. 11uuhnruuical and laboratories. 
3. The list c:f nuuhenmticians with Presentation of ma.thernaticians - the members 

the �· ,,, . .,-,,.,,

A of the review is OS 72,00 $ 

We ask to address your orders for the to: 
Mathem.atieal 

The Council of the Byelornssian Mathematkal Society 

VOMA Sdentitk Innovation Cornpany 

are 

n:iathem1:1tk:ians in ,xmn!ries 
your ord,:.n, fundamental amJ 
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CATALONIA 

The Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer Prize 1994 

This international mathematical research prize is awarde-d every year by the Institut d' Estudis Catal.ans, 
in memoriam of the Catalan mathematician Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer (l 912-1967), The competition is 
open to all mathematicians, subject to the following conditions: 

l, The prize will be awarded for a mathematical monograph of an expository nature presenting the latest 
developments in an active area of research in Mathematics, in which the applicant has made important 
contributions. 

2. The monograph must be original, written in English, and of at least 150 pages. ln exceptional cases,
manuscripts in other languages may be considere.d.

3. The prize, amounting to 12,000 ECU, is provided by the Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer Foundation. The
winning monograph will be published in Birk.hauser Verlag's series "Progress in Mathematics",
subject to the usual regulations concerning copyright and author's rights.

4. Monographs, preferably typeset in TeX, should be sent to the following address, and must arrive
before January 15, 1995, in order to be considered:

Institut d'Estudis Catalans, Canne 47, E-08001 Barcelona, SPAIN. 
E-mail: icrmO@cc.uab.es

5. 'The name of the prize· winner will be announced in April 1995.

* * * * * 

,,r1NNER OF TIIE I?ERRAN SUNYER I BALAGUER PRIZE 1993 

The Jnstitut d'Estudis Catalans has awarded the Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer prize 1993 to KLAUS 
SCHMIDT, of the University of Warwick, for his moµograph entitled "Dynamical Systems of Algebraic 
Origin". The awards ceremony took place in Barcelona on April 22, 1994. 

CENTRE DE RECERCA MATEMATICA (BARCELONA) 

LIST OF VISITORS DURING 1994-95 

The CRM organizes two specialized semesters in the academic year 1994-95. The lists of invited part.idpants 
in each of these two semesters are the following. 

SEMESTER ON DYNAMICAL SYST:EMS 

From 1 until December 

L Chietdiia v. 

SEMESTER ON Dl:E'lrnRENTIAL GEOMETRY 

From 18 until 18, Hl95. 

Continue.et .. , ..... 
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In addition, the following people from other areas of mathe1natics will he guests of the CRM in the pe
riod 1994-95. Please consult. the secretary of the CHM {l\frs. Consol Roca, Tel: (34-3) 581 1081, e-mail: 
icrmO@cc.uab.es) in order t.o inquire about. the dati's of the st.av of each visit.or. 

Other visitors: I. Leary (Barcelona), N. V. Hung (Hanoi), A. Mathias (Oberwolfach), B. Schuster (Illi
nois), \! . Camillo (Iowa), D. A. Siegenga (Hawaii), E. Dror Farjoun (.Jerusal,,rn), P. Paramonov (Moscow), P. 
Ribenboim (Kingston), S. Friedrnan (Bost.on), L. Vascrstein (Pennsylvania), E. Chirka (Moscow), S. Chirita 
(Iasi), Y Netrusov (St. Peterslmrg), Ch. Cassidy (Quebec), J. B. Conway (Knoxville), D. Scevenels (Leu
ven), M .. Mirnura (Okayama), 13. Jiang (Beijing), S. Gr,·!li,,r (Pari;;), R. L. C!riess (l\lichigan), J. Coates 
(Cambridge), R.H. Torre;; (Ann Arbor), [;� A. Gavosto (Aun Arbor). 

CZECH REPUBLIC 

Winter School "Volterra Integral Equations and their Applications" 

Date: 

Location 

Program: 

Contact: 

4-10 December 1994 

Paseky (Giant Mountains - Krkonose, North Bohemia) 

Series of lectures delivered by: 
M.Gyllcnberg (I'urku, Finland): Abstract integral equations and population dynamics;
S.O.Londen (Helsinki, Finland): Fractional conservation laws;
J.Pruess (Weimar, Gennany): Operator methods in viscoela'iticity;
W.Schappacher (Graz, Austria): The title will be announced. Short communications

Dr Jaroslav Milota, Dept.Math.Analysis, Charles University, Sokolovska 83, 
186000 Praha 8, Czech Republic. 

Fax: 42-2-2317662 e-mail: milota@karlin.mff.cuni.cz

FRANCE 

Congres International sur la Modelisation Mathematique des Ecoulements en 
:Millieux Poreux 

Date: 22 - 26 May 1995 

Location 

Organizers: 

Universite Jean Monnet a SAINT-ETIENNE (FRANCE) 

A.Bourgeat, C. Carasso, A. Mikelic (France), R.Ewing 1VSA), S. Luckhaus (Allem.agne),

M, Primicerio (ltalie)

G.Alfaire (France), S.Antontsev (E:,pagne), M.Avdhmeda (USA). GJ.Barenblatt
A,Bourge.at, G.Chavent J.H.Cushman G.Dagan Israel),

J, H.Ene (Rounumie).
1 

R L.W. Gelhar, J.Glimm, R.A.Greenkorn,
G.HJfomsy , U. R.Lenormand S.Luckhaus

A.Mikelic. V.N.Monakhov
M.Primicerio G.Papanicofaou (USA), M.Quintard

G.Panasenko P.Panfilov (Russie),

T.F.Russei (USA), C.1. Van Duijn 
(Hollaw:le), S.Vv"hitaker, Y.C.Yortsos (USA), V, Zhikov (Russie),

Saint (URA 740 du 
42023 SL Etienne cedex 02 

Td; 77 42 15 35 

aux 

Lyon 
rue du Dr. Paul Mkhdoo 

Fax: (33) 77 25 60 71. 

email: CMP@ANUMSlJNl .UNlV-ST-ETlENNE,FR 
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DEUTSCHE MATHEMA TIKER-VEREINIGUNG E.V. 
G11schlftsst11lle: Alberts1ta6e 24, D-79104 Freiburg · Tetelon: 0761/278020, Tol&lax: 07611272696 

Die Geschaftsstelle der Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung e.V. zieht um. 

Bitte verwenden Sie ab 15. Juli 1994 nur noch die neue Anschrift: 

Deutsche Mathematiker-Vereinigung e.V. 
GescMftsstelle 
lnslitut for Angewandte Analysis und Stochastik 
MohrenstraBe 39 

D - 10117 Berlin 

Telefon: 030 I 20377 -306 

Wir ziehen um: 

Die Geschaftsstelle des Mathematischen Forschungsinstituts Oberwolfach wird 
zum 1. August 1994 von Freiburg nach Oberwolfach verlegt. 

Unsere neue Adresse ab August 1994 lautet 

Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach - Geschaftsstelle

Lorenzenhof, D - 77709 Oberwolfach-Walke 

Tel.: 07834 / 979 - 50 Fax: 07834 / 979- 55 

DEUTSCI-IE MATHEMATIKER-VEREINIGUNG E.V. 
GeschAIIIIStelle: Albefllltta94 24, 0-7910<! Frwl>uro • Telllfoo: 07611278020, Telefax: 07611272'698 

rhe office of the "Deutsche Mathematiker-Vereinigung e.V." moves. 

Please use from July 1 Sth 1994 on only the new address: 

We will .move: 

Deutsche Mathematiker-Vereinigung e.V. 
GescMftsstelle 
lnslitut fOr Angewandte Analysis und Stochastik 
Mohrenstra3e 39 

D • 10117 Berlin 

Telephone: 030 I 20377-306 

Our new address from August 1994 on will 

Mathematisches OberwolfaC'h -
torenzenhof, D - 77709 fach-Walke: 

Tel.: 07834 / 979 - 50 Fax: 07834 I 979 -
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ITALY 

II International Conference on Homotopy Theory 

Date: 19 - 25 June 1995 

Location 

Committee: 

Palazzo Feltrinelli (University of Milano) at Gargnano, Garda Lake. 

Albreeht Dold (Heidelberg), loan M.James (Oxford), Renzo A.Piccinini (Milano) and
Douglas Ravenel (Rochester). 

Contact: 

SPAIN 

Renzo A. Piccinini 
Dipartimento di Matematica, Universita di Milano 
Via C. Saldini, 50-20133 Milano ITALY 

Fax 39 2 7063 0346 e-mail "renzo@vmimatmat.uoimi.it" 

WOGDA'94 III Workshop de oto No: Geometria Diferencial y sus Applicaciones 

III Autumn Workshop: Differential Geometry and its Applications. 

Topics: 

Date: 

Location 

Organizers: 

Contact: 

The Workshop consists of three parts: 

• Mechanics and Fields Theory

• Lorentz Geometry

• Sympletic Geometry

26-27 September 199

Granada, Andalucia, Spain. 

C.Ruiz, A. Romero, M.Sanchez, M.A. Cafiadas-Pinedo
(University Granada)

C.Ruiz, Dpt. Geometria y Topologia, Uoiv. Granada,
18071 Granada, SPAIN.
E-mail: ruiz@ugr.es Phone: +34 58 24 3278 

SWITZERLAND 

At the ICM in Zurich, the Fields medals were awarded to 

J. Bourgain

P .• L.Lions 

•. L 

E. 

University of Illinois, Urbana

Champaign/lHES, Paris/I AS, Prine et on 

CEREMADE, Universite Paris-Dauphine 

was aw to 

Fax: +34 58 24 3281 
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BRIEF REVIEWS 

Edited by Ivan Netuka and Vladimir Soucek. Books submitted for review should be sent to the following 
address: Ivan Netuka, MUUK, Sokolouska 83, 18600 Praha 8, Czech Repu.blic. 

G.A.Anastassiou: Moments in Probability and Approximation Theory, Pitman Research Notes 

in Mathematics Series. vol.287, Longman Scientific & Technical, Harlow, 1993, 411 pp., GBP 39.00, ISBN 

0-582·22770-4

This book is a research monograph that summarizes in a sclfcontained manner the author's contributions in the 

field of applications of J.H.B.Kemperman 's geometric moment theory, neatly presented in Chapter 2, to probability 

and approximation theory. In particular, the method of the optimal distance and ratio are used to solve a variety of 

important moment problems. Among those the reader will find in Chapters 3-6 problems arising from Kantorowich 

mass transportation theory, problems related to Jefferson rounding proportions and both to Levy and Prochorov 

radii. Geometric moment theory surprisingly provides also a very efficient tool that enables one to establish the 
optimal rate of weak convergence of probability measures to point measures and, more generally, the optimal 

rate of pointwise convergence of positive stochastic linear operators to the unit operator. Chapters 5· 10 give an 
account of the above results while Chapters 11 -15 extend those in other related ways motivated mostly by the 

famous Korovkin convergence theorems. A preview chapter presenting simplified formulations and solutions to 

the problems treated in the book makes all its parts easily accessib]e even for those readers who do not intend to 

study the text systematically. In the reviewers opinion, G.Anast.assiou has written an excellent and useful book 

that will surely not only encourage further research by drawing deserved attention to Kemperman's geometric 

moment theory, but also provide a well written survey of moment theory methods (15 p. of references) applicable 

in probability, statistics, approximation theory and numerical analysis. (jos) 

K.Walker: Surveys in Combinatorics, 1993, London Mathematical Society. Lecture Notes Series 187,

Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1993, 287 pp., GBP 22.95, ISBN 0-521-44857-3

The book under review comprises the invited lectures of the Fourteenth British Combinatorial Conference which 
was held in Cambridge in 1993, in honour of C. Nash-Williams, one of Britain's and the world's leading graph 
theorists (to celebrate his sixtieth birthday). Two of the invited lectures were particularly devoted to areas which 
were founded or strongly influenced by the work of Nash-Williams. These are a survey on submodular functions 
by A. Frank and a survey on weighted quasi groups by A. Hilton and J. Wojciechowski. The other invited 
lectures were also very well chosen, and the entire book presents a very useful and comprehensive overview 
of the most recent development in graph theory and combinatorics. The topics covered by the articles include 
designs and cryptography, circuit decompositions and Euler tours, probabilistic approach to partial orders, and 
applications of algebraic methods in graph theory and corn binatorics, including an excellent survey on choosability 
and colourability by N. Alon. (jakr) 

G.James, M.Lieheck: Representations and Characters of Groups, Cambridge Mathematical Text
books, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1993, x+419 pp., GBP 45.00, ISBN 0-521-44024-6, ISBN
0-521-44950-6

The first 330 pages of the textbook cover the basic theory of group representations. Every detail is carefully 
explained; examples and take up about haif of the text The authors provide character tables for groups 
of order less than 32, and for A5 , A6 , PSL (2,7) and PSL (2,11). Applications to group theory are restricted 
to Burnside's The a molecule are ""'"'"''''r�·"

index 
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following topics: general theory of homogeneous spaces, spaces of constant curvature in arbitrary dimensions, a 
detailed description of spherical, Euclidean and Lobachcwskij plane geometry, including trigonometry, a study of 
several problems in n-dimensiona1 spherical Euclidean and Lobachewskij geometry such as properties of planes, 
spheres, horospheres, equidistant surfaces, acute-angled polyhedra, volumes of sector, wedges and polyhedra. 
Special attention is paid to the classification and properties of motions in these spaces. "The second part "Discrete 
group motions of spaces of constant curvature" by E.B.Vinberg and 0.V$chvartsman covers the fol1owing 
topics: discrete groups motions, fondarnenlal domains, crystalographic groups. Fuchsian groups, reflection 

arit.1imetic and of discrete groups in \he Lobachewskij 

Jones and Bartlett Publishers, Boston, 

w as as deepen their knowledge 
of the notion of sensed magnitude, the author derives some 

neo,re:n1s (like of and Mcnelaus') to many important properties of ranges of points 
P'-'''".""' of lines in an extended Euclidean plane and pencils of orthogonal Hnes and circles in an invcrsive 

pla.11e. The concept of geometrical transformations (including isomctries, similarities, inversions, reciprocation and 
perspectivil.y tr,msfonnations) is introduced to be used in the "transform-·solve-invert." and "transfonn-discover
invert" procedures of problem solving, which forms the second part of the book. In the t.hird part of the book the 
possibility of solving a problem using a predetermined set of tools (like straightedge and compass, straightedgc 
alone, compass alone, straightedge and rusty compass) is questioned. The text is rich in historical comments 
.introducing every new concept and in supplementary problems ending each topic. The lucidity of explanation is 
one of the main characteristics of the book. (jtro) 

R.Kanigel: Der das U nendiiche kannte. Das Leben des genialen Mathematikers Srinivasa
Ramanujan, Friedrich Vieweg & Sohn, Wiesbaden, 1993, viii+ 331 pp., 41 fig., DM 58.00, ISBN 3-528-06509-5

The original version of the book, "The Man Who Knew Infinity. A Life of the Genius Ramanujan", was published 
in USA in 1991. The main goal of the book is to describe the destiny of the exceptional Indian mathematician S. 
Ramanujan (1887-1920). The book is an interesting and valuable contribution to the "life of mathematics" in the 
20th century. Eight chapters, photos, bibliography (7 pp.), notes, index. Strongly recommended to specialists as 
well as to amateurs. (jbe) 

M.Feistauer: Mathematical Methods in Fluid Dynamics, Pitman Monographs and Surveys in Pure

and Applied Mathematics, vol. 67, Longman Scientific & Technical, Harlow, 1993, xiii+657 pp., GBP 72.00,
ISBN 0-582-20988-9

The book covers a wide spectrum of mathematical models, problems, methods and tcclmiqucs applied in con
temporary fluid dynamics. It contains the derivation of fundamental equations and presents the fonnulation of 

and descri.bing a fluid is paid lO 

of qualitative properties of models as well as of their numerical solution. Special attention is 
solution t.o and viscous 
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Y.Kitaoka: Arithmetic of Quadratic Forms, Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics 106, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 1993, x+268 pp., GBP 35.00, ISBN 0-521-40475-4 

This is a book on arithmetic of quadratic forms over Z. Its main goal is to give a self-contained proof (more 
precisely, only the algebraic part of the proof) of Siegel's fonnula for positive-definite quadratic forms over Q. 
Along the road it explains all the necessary techniques. Chapter 1 treats the general theory of quadratic fom1s. 
Chapter 2 covers classical reduction theory for positive-definite quadratic forms over R Quadratic forms over 
Q

p
, Q and Z

p 
are studied in Chapters 3,4, and 5, respectively. The culmination of the book is Chapter 6, devoted 

to quadratic fonns over Z. It includes a discussion of genera, spinor genera, representation theorems and Siegel's 
formula. The fmal Chapter 7 studies the behaviour of positive�definite quadratic forms under tensor products. The 
book requires only a modest knowledge of algebra and algebraic number theory. It could r;e useful to studenls of 
algebra and/or number theory as well as to professional mathematicians. (jnek) 

F.Jones: Lebesgue Integration on Euclidean Space, Jones and Bartlett Books Mathematics,

and Bartlett Publishers, Boston, 1993, xiv+588 pp.,$ 46.25, ISBN 0-86720-203-3

This is a very detailed the author says) slow introduction to Lebesgue integration cm._,..,.�""'�·= .,�"'""'"· 
the standard material is covered in a plea�ant and readable way, concreteness is emphasized throughout 
measures are only intmduced after the reader becomes familiar with classical Lebesgue measure. One chapter is 
,,,,..,,,.,r,,"' to the gamma function, there is also a shmt chapter on convolutions. The strength of Lebesgue integration 
theory is welJ mustrated by a thorough treatment of Fourier analysis. The Fourier transform on as well as the 
Fmnier-PlanchereI transfonn arc studied and a short introduction to Hil.be1t spaces is included. Formal applications 
to differential equations are nicely documented and a lo! of concrete calculations done (e.g., Bessel functions, 
Hermite polynomials etc.). Trigonometric series and Fourier series in one variable are also discussed in detail. 'The 
two last chapters are devoted to differentiation of measures and of functions of one variable. The role of the Vitali 
covering theorem, the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function, and the Besicovitch covering theorem is explained. 
Well chosen problems are spread throughout the book (there are 600 of them) and present an integral part of the 
study of the book. In summary this book is a very good textbook of important parts of classical analysis. The 
choice of material, the style and a lot of problems will surely attract the attention of both students and teachers. 
(in) 

K.E.Hellwig, B.Wegner: Mathematik und Theoretische Physik II. Ein integrierter Grund
kurs fiir Physiker und Mathematiker, de Gruyter Lehrbuch, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin, 1993, xii+390 
pp., 41 fig., DM 98.00, ISBN 3-11-014005-5, ISBN 3-11-013786-0 

This second volume of an integrated course for physicists and mathematicians concentrates mainly on theoretical 
physics. The chapter on special relativity theory includes the Michelson-Morley experiment, Poincare transforma
tions, Minkowski space, relativistic mechanics and electrodynamics in special relativity. Basic facts on functions 
of a complex variable are summarized and fundamental notions from functional analysis are presented. The next 
chapter deals with existence and uniqueness theorems for ordinary differential equations. Methods of solution 
of usual types of equations are explained. First order partial differential equations are also studied and basic 

information on the wave equation and the Laplace equation is included. The final part (more than one third of the 
book) covers important topics of theoretical physics (Wellenbewegungen, Anf angsgrunde der Quantcnmechanik, 
Bindung e.ines Teilchens im Potential). Mathematicians interested in physics as weU as students of theoretical 

will book and (in) 
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S.Breuer, G.Zwas: Numerical Mathematics - a Laboratory Approach, Cambridge University
Press, Cambridge, 1993, 267 pp., ISBN 0-521-44040-8

The book presents numerical mathematics in conjuction with computational laboratory assignments. No knowledge 
of calculus or linear algebra is assumed, and thus the book is tailor-made for college freshmen and prospective 
mathematics teachers. The material in the book emphasizes the algorithmic aspects of mathematics, making 
them viable through numerical assignements in which the traditional chalk-and-talk lecturer turns, in part, into a 
laboratory instructor. This book is not a numerical-methods book, containing ready-made computational recipes, 
but a guide for students to create algolilhms for any assignement - in whichever programming language they use 
- on the basis of the underlying mathematics. The computational assignemenL>, cover iterative processes for root
extraction, area approximations, solutions of linear systems by Gaussian elimination, algorithmic computations of
'li and e, acceleration of series summation by Kummer's method, inlcrpnlative approximations and construction 

computer library functions. Throughout, emphasis is pfaC{XI on vital as em)r bounds, precision 
control, numerical eflkiency and computalional ,l$ as round-off errors and numerical stability. 
(fel) 

Mathematical Associalion America, Washington, D.C., 1992, 

The Circus is a spectacular show of a vast number of puzzles, illusions, games and various 
entertainments of a mathematical nature, to which the reader is not only a passive spectator, but drawn in, taking 
part in the performance. By offering a huge collection of opportunities for testing ones capacity for logical 
thinking, geometrical visualization and rigorous reasoning, the book stimulates a reader-spectator to appreciate 
the subtle charm of mathematics, while raising their interest to learn more about the particular topic. The reader 
will find it surprising, how challenging some mathematical problems appear and how thrilling it is to look for their 
solution. No special mathematical know1edge is net;essary for admission to the show; the spectator will enjoy the 
language of the Chief Magician ranging from strict logical explanation to poetry. An exhaustive list of literature 
on each of the topics discussed can be found at the end of the book. (jatr) 

S. von Bechtolsheim: TEX .i.n Practice. Volume I: Basics, Monographs in Visual Communication,
Springer-Verlag, New York, 1993, x1+386 pp., DM 98.00, ISBN 0-387-97595-0, ISBN 3-540-97595-0

The first volume (Basics) of the "ultimate monograph" on the use of TEX is written by a specialist well-known in the 
TE)(-world. (Other volumes: Paragraphs, Maths, and Fonts (II), Tokens, Macros (III) and Output Routines, Tables 
(IV).) The book contains nine chapters. The first two chapters provide general information about terminology, 
formats, books, 1}3X Users Group (TUG), public domain TE)(ware, etc. The rest of the book (seven chapters) 
is devoted to a careful treatment of notions like registers, counters, dimensions, glue, leaders, rules, horizontal 
and vertical boxes. The whole monograph is oriented to TEX programmers and typesetters and contains much 
more material than is needed by a user writing (even regularly) articles on mathematics. On the other hand it is a 
valuable text for those who want to know more about typesetting with TEX; it is also recommendable for T}3Xpcrts 
helping others to prepare more complicated document<;. Each volume contains a very comprehensive index and a 
list of useful authors macros which are available on nets or through TUG. (jive) 

M.A.Akivis, V.V
Mathematical

Projective Differential of Sul:nnanifolds, North�Holland 

North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1993, xi+362 pp .. GBP 128.50, ISBN 0-444-89771 
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which follow. Some topics are more or less standard, such as the basics of spectral theory, others can be used 
for complementary reading (e.g. the law of large numbers). A lot of exercises and examples have been included 
making the edition more useful for independent work by students. (jl) 

R.M.Smullyan: Godel's Incompleteness Theorems, Oxford Logic Guides, vol.19, Oxford University
Press, Oxford, 1992, xiii+ 139 pp., GBP 20.00, ISBN Q..195-04672-2

This book is intended for non-specialistsand only a minimal acquaintance with the symbolism of first-order logic is 
assumed. Still, the exposition of the subject is given with high mathematical accuracy. Toe text can be viewed as 
consisting of four parts. The first one (Chapters I - II) presents the essentials of GMel 's ideas of the method of the 
arithmetiz.ation of the syntax of fmmal systems and covers the first steps of this method. The second one (Chapters 
HI - VI) deals with the original G&!el 's undecidable sentence and Rosser 's undecidab1e sentence. Fun.1-iemore, 
some separation theorems are studied. The unprovability of consistency is treated in the third pa1t, consisting of 
Otaptcrs VllI and IX; the topics as truth predicate, provability predicates, Henkin sentences and U5b's theorem 
are include.d. The fourth part contains "Some General Remarks on Provability and Truth" (Chapter and last 
chapter "Self-Referential Systems" with discussions about the interpretations of the results The book 

is interesting and the presentation with many exercises and useful commentaries wm lead the reader to a good 
understanding of the topics. (jm) 

G.Schmidt, T ,Strohlein: Relations and Graphs. Discrete Mathematics for Computer Sci

entists, EATCS Monographs 011 Theoretical Computer Science, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1993, viii+301 pp.,
fig., DM 88.00, ISBN 3-540-56254·-0, ISBN 0-387-56254-0

The sub-title "Discrete Mathematics for Computer Scientists" faithfully describes the aim of the book. The authors 
present. a basis of relat.ional calculus and some related areas inspired by Computer Science, including graphs, 
combinatorics (e.g. the matching problem), games such as chess and nim, basics of the concept of the relational 
data base, and an extensire discussion of program verification and correctness. The book is divided into ten 
chapters and an Appendix. Relational calculus and basic elements of graph theory are presented in Chapters 1-5. 
The notions are often visualized (the book contains 203 pictures) but the calculus of Boolean 0--1-matrices is 
used quite systematically. This description, though less intuitive, is suitable for fonnal manipulation. Chapters 
6-10 are devoted to further topics, namely reachability, tenninality and the Church-Rosser Theorems in Chapter 6, 
homomorphisms and products of graphs and relations in Chapter 7 (though the title of this chapter is "The Category 
of Graphs", the notion of a "category" is neither introduced in this chapter nor the word "category" used in the text 
of this chapter, on the other hand, the category of graphs is really examined and categorical notions are introduced 
and investigated here); in Chapter 8, absorptiveness and stability of sets of vertices of graphs is introduced and 
used in a subsegment investigation of kernels of games. Chapter 9 deals with matchings and coverings, Chapter 10 
is devoted to the structure of abstract programs, their partial correctness and verification, total correctness and 

tennination, weakest preconditions of program constructs and other related questions. In the Appendix, Boolean 
and abstract relational algebras are mentioned and, last but not least, some previously introduce-d notions or 
problems are described as fixed points of pairs of antitone mappings. The material summarized in the book 
fom1s an important part of e-ducation in discrete mathematics both for students of mathematics and computer 
science. Also, the text is very thorough. Since the readers are supposed to be oriented more to concrete problems 
than abstract notions, the authors introduce abstract notions very carefully and persuade the reader about their 
usefulness. Abstractly oriented readers would possibly prefer another style and different composition of material 
(e.g. inclusion of the topic of the Appendix much earlier in the book), the book, however, can be recommended 
for them also. (vt) 

T ,J, Wilhnore: Riemannhrn 

1993, 318 pp .• GBP 45.00, ISBN 0-198--53253-9 

This book surely a standard minimum 
wm just mention some parts 

Riemannian geometry a nke exposition). 
to Special attention is 
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device., 
n,,,,,.,�,in (a limit theorem) etc . 

.. ,,, ... wc,u«,,u..,,:i, actuarial probability and mathematical 
contain 73 papers by H. Cramer. The articles are reprinted in the original languages. 

are not obtainable. For readers who know H. Cramer as a probabilist and statistician 
be surprising how many articles concern number theory. It is nice to have all the substantial papers by 

H. Cmmer available. His results are very important and his way of presentation is extraordinarily good. (ja)

M.Aigner: Diskrete :tvfathematik, Vieweg Studium. Aufbaukurs Mathematik, bd. 68, Friedrich Vieweg
& Sohn, Braunschweig, 1993, ix+316 pp., DM 39.50, ISBN 3-528-07268-7

This book is designed as a textbook for a basic course in Discrete Mathematics for undergraduate students of 
Mathematics or Computer Science. All the material can be covered by a two-semester course, or selected parts can 
be used in a one-semester course. The book consists of three parts entitled Enumeration, Graphs and Algorithms, 
and Algebraic Systems. The parts are mutually independent and can be read in arbitrary order. While th;:? selection 
of the material in the first two parts is more or less standard and can be found in other textbooks as well, the third part 
contains some topics which are usually covered by more specialized courses. Let me briefly mention the contents 
of the individual parts. The part "Enumeration" includes basic combinatorial identities, the inclusion-exclusion 
principle, and elements of the asymptotic analysis. The part "Graphs and Algorithms" introduces basic notions 
of graph theory such as paths, cycles, and trees (but not the chromatic number and planarity), and algorithms as 
breadth-first-search, depth-first-search, dynamical programming, sorting, matching and network flows. The last 
part, "Algebraic Systems", contains various material ranging from linear programming to finite fields, including 
a chapter on codes and cryptography. The author has made a good choice of topics which are both useful for 
computer science and mathematically interesting. Each chapter is completed by approximately 40 exercises which 
make 500 in total for the whole book. (sp) 

V.I.Arnold' (Ed.): Dynamical Systems VI. Singularity Theory I, Encyclopaedia of Mathematical
Sciences, vol.6, Springer-Vcrlag, Berlin, 1993, 245 pp., 55 fig., DM 14LOO, ISBN 3-540-50583-0, ISBN 0-387-
50583-0
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of Real Analytic 
Basel, 

functions attracted the attention of famous mathematicians a long 
parts of modem It is very difficult to trace results in this through the literature. 

of real analytic function to O\:l!TI taste and in 
publication. The material in the book can be divided into three parts. In the introductory Chapter 1, clemcmary 

and basic of real analytic theory are covered such as analytic continuation, the Cauchy-
Kowalewski theorem, the fonctkm theorem) while topics moderate difficulty are introduced in Oiapters 

(separate real analyticity, Puiseux series, the Fourier-Bros-Iagnolitzer transfonn, the theorems of Pringshcim 
Boas, Bcslcovitch, Bernstein, Paley-Wiener). The final chapter is devoted to deeper results (embedding of real 

analytic manifolds, subana!ytic and scrnlana1ytic sets. the resolution of singularities, or Lojacicwicz's structure 
theorem real analytic varieties). ·me autho.rs have really done a very nice and useful job. The primer can be 
recommended to everyhody interested in the field. (jl) 

J.P.Ser:re: Lie Algebras and Lie Groups. 1964 Lectures given at Harvard University, 2nd 
edition, .Lecture Notes in Mathematics, vol.1500, Springer--Verlag, Berlin, 1992, vii+168 pp., DM 44.00, ISBN 
0-387-55008-9, ISBN 3-540-55008-9

111is jubiliee volume of the famous Springer Lecture Notes in Mathematics is the second unchanged edition of 
Serre's well known book. The first edition wa..-; published by W. A. Benjamin, Inc., New York, in 1965. In 1969, 
the Russian tra.rislation (Moscow., IVIir) appeared. (jiva) 

H.IVI.lidwa.rds: Adva.ncf�d Calculus. A Differential Forms Approach, Birkhauser, Bost.on, 1993,
xv+508 pp., DM 112.00, ISBN 764-33707-9, ISBN 0-817-63707-9
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This is a very interesting book containing material for a comprehensive study of the cyclic homology theory and of 
non-commutative geometry in general. The book contains a description of the cyclic homology of algebras, cyclic 
sets and S1-spaces, Lie algebras and algebraic K-thcory and (in the last chapter) an introduction to Connes' work 
and recent results on the Novikov conjecture. The book requires a knowledge of homological algebra and Lie 
algebra theory as well as basic technics coming from algebraic topology. The bibliographic comments at the end 
of each chapter offer good suggestions for further reading and research. The book can be strongly recommended 
to anybody interested in noncommutative geometry, contemporary algebraic topology and related topics. (jbu) 

M.E.Taylor: Pseudodifferential Operators and Nonlinear PDE, Progress in Mathematics, vol.100,
BirkMuser, Boston, 1991, 224 pp., sFr 88.00, ISBN 0-8176-3595-5, ISBN 3-7643-3595-5

The theory of pseudodifferential operators has played an important role in many profound investigations in linear 
PDEs and over the past decade in nonlinear PDEs. The book begins with a preliminary chapter reviewing some 
fundamental results on pseudodifferential operators and then turns to an exposition of the further development both 
in the theory of paradifferential operators and in the study of pseudodifferential operators whose symbols have 
limited regularity. After establishing the basic tools, the authors treat in subsequent chapters various topics from 
nonlinear PDEs: regularity results for solutions of nonlinear elliptic equations, sharp results on regular solutions 
to symmetric and symmetrizable hyperbolic systems, a variant of Bony's theorem on propagation of singularities, 
nonlinear parabolic equation, etc. The book is accompanied by four appendices: two of them collect some facts 
about function spaces and norm estimates. In the third appendix, a proof of the de Giorgi-Nash regularity theorem 
is given in the framework of Moser's and Morrey's ideas. Some paraproduct estimates are proved in the last 
appendix. The book represents an overview valuable for mathematicians working in the field as well as for those 
interested in partial differential equations. (is) 

B.D.Sleeman, R.J.Jarvis (Eds.): Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations. Volume IV,
Pitman Research Notes in Mathematics Series, vol.289, Longman Scientific & Technical, Harlow, 1993, 292 pp.,
GBP 22.00, ISBN 0-582-09137-3

This contains invited lectures presented at the Twelfth Conference on Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations 
held at the University of Dundee, Scotland, from 22-26 June 1992. The Conference was dedicated to honouring 
the mathematical contributions of Prof. Douglas Jones and the lectures presented cover a broad area including 
asymptotic expansions with uniformly valid estimates of remainders, Fourier asymptotics, asymptotics for the 
solutions to ODEs and PDEs, direct and inverse scattering problems both from theoretical and numerical point of 
view, waves in fractal media and the Weyl-Berry conjecture, pattern generation in neural systems or problems of 
reactive transport, dispersal and flow arising in disposal of radioactive waste. The papers are well written and will 
be valuable for graduate students and research mathematicians interested in ODEs and PDEs, nonlinear analysis 
and applied mathematics. (is) 

P.Giblin: Primes and Programming. An Introduction to Number Theory with Computing,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1993, xi+235 pp., GBP 30.00, ISBN 0-521-40182-8,

The book is a good introduction to computational number theory (elementary part). Every part begins with a 
theoretical introduction. The more interesting part consists of many exercises, as well as computing exercises 
and projects. The book contains further nearly thirty complete interesting programs (written in Pascal). From the 
content!-:: Euclid 's algorithm, factorization, sieve of Eratosthenes, Legendre's sieve, power algorithm, Miller's test 
for primality, cryptography, continues fractions etc. Valuable both for mathematicians and amateurs. (bn) 

O.L.R.Jacobs: Introduction to Control Theory, Oxford Science Publications, Oxford University Press,
Oxford, 1993, xii+390 pp., GBP 22.50, ISBN 0-198-56249-7

This is a rewritten edition of a book published twenty and ten years ago. It presents basic mathematical models 
and tools of control theory in a way which makes it readable for undergraduate students of both mathematics and 
engineering. The book is a good text for the users of control theory software. The various topics are explained 
for continuous as well as discrete time models. The prc-1950 control theory (feedback control, stability, design 
of controllers, non-linear systems) is followed by a presentation of optimal linear-quadratic control and of the 
element..;.; of optimal non-linear control. Part III on stochastic control covers state estimation and stochastic linear
quadratic control with a brief outline of relevant facts from the theory of random processes. In the book there are 
175 problems for solution al the ends of the chapters. (pm) 
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THE popular introdudion to basic algebraic geomet� 

I.R. Shafarevich

Basic Algebraic Geometry 
Volume 1: 
Varieties in Projective Space 

Translated from the Russian by M. Reid 

2nd, rev. and exp. ed. 1994. Approx. 310 pp. 21 figs. 
(Springer Study Edition, Vol. 1) 
Softcover OM 68,- ISBN 3-540-54812-2 

Basic Algebraic Geometry, Volume 1, is a revised and expanded 
new edition of the first four chapters of Shafarevich's well-known 
introductory book on algebraic geometry. The author has added 
plenty of new, mostly concrete geometrical material like 
Grassmannian varieties, plane cubic curves, the cubic surface, 
degenerations of quadrics and elliptic curves, the Bertini theorems, 
and normal surface singularities. There are also some new number
theoretical applications. 

Shafarevich succeeds in making algebraic geometry accessible to 
non-specialists and beginners and his two-volume book will remain 
one of the most popular introductions to this field. The book is 
suitable for third-year undergraduates in mathematics and also for 
students of theoretical physics. 

I.R. Shafarevich

Basic Algebraic Geometry 
Volume 2: 
Schemes and Complex Manifolds 

Translated from the Russian by M. Reid 

2nd, rev. and exp. ed. 1994. Approx. 270 pp. 12 figs. 
(Springer Study Edition, Vol. 2) 
Softcover DM 68,- ISBN 3-540-57554-5 

The second volume of Shafarevich's introductory book on algebraic 
varieties and complex manifolds has now been published. As with 
Volume 1, the author has revised the text and added new material, 
e.g. a section on real algebraic curves. Although the material is
more advanced than in Volume 1, the algebraic apparatus is kept to
a minimum making the book accessible to non-specialists. It can be
read independently of Volume 1 and is suitable for beginning
graduate students in mathematics as well as in theoretical physics.
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